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SBP to promote digital banking through policy making 
The State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) is fully supporting digital banking through policy making under its 
financial inclusion programme. While addressing at the 12th UBL Digital International Mobile 
Commerce Conference 2019 in Karachi on Thursday, Syed Irfan Ali Executive Director, Banking 
Policy & Regulations Group SBP said that during this year a big change will be witnessed in the 
banking industry in Pakistan as measures are being taken to promote digital banking through policy 
making to provide low cost financial services to the people. 
 
He informed that the central bank has already introduced e-Money (Electronic Money Institutions) 
regulations, which has empowered financial institutions to make payments in through e-money like 
crypto-currency and bit-coin. The conference was organised by Total Communications with the 
support of the State Bank of Pakistan and Pakistan Telecommunication Authority and 1Link. 
 
Sima Kamil President & CEO, UBL opened the conference by welcoming the audience and 
congratulating the conference organisers for continuing this annual event for the 12th year running. 
 
She talked about how Pakistan was experiencing a digital revolution due to the imperatives of 
financial inclusion and the explosion of digital technology. She also thanked the State Bank of 
Pakistan for being a supportive regulator in the banking industry's initiatives towards digitization. 
 
Dr Khawar Siddique Khokar, Member Compliance & Enforcement, PTA, said that they would 
continue to collaborate with the State Bank of Pakistan to regulate financial institutions with the 
objective of facilitating people. 
 
Nadeem Hussain, Founder and Coach, Planet N Group of Companies, said FinTechs are set to grow 
much more in the next five year than what the entire banking industry grew up in the last 60 years. 
Rob Thurner, Consultant & CEO BurnTheSky, UK, urged upon bankers to use big data of their 
customers available with them to introduce customer centric products. 
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